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Letters
your views behind the news

Truth coming out
At last some of the truth is coming out
about mustard gas in the war (TV Turn for
Glenbrook, BMG 26.11.08).
My husband Francis Bourke was in
Ground Force RAAF stationed at Richmond,
NSW 1942-43. He was to go overseas when
the wharfies went on strike and would not
unload the ships that came into Sydney
loaded with mustard gas.
The boys from Richmond were offered
leave before they went overseas, so were told
they just had to unload the ships to get the
leave.
There were about 12 of them took up the
offer. They were all around 18, he was
amongst them.
They were sent down the hold with just
overalls and a small gas mask. They were
very badly burnt and it was in the Daily
Mirror on the day some of the boys died.
My husband was put into Concord hospital
and was given last rites. He did recover, the
government hushed it up and scattered the
boys all over the place and they were forbidden to talk about it.
My husband was sent to Darwin. He
always had a bad rash and suffered all his life
with it.
When he would do heavy work when the
war ended he would get pains in his chest. He
used to go to the doctors at Repat and they
would say he had allergies or he was just
upset and nerves did it, they said. No such
thing as mustard gas in Australia! He is dead
now.
When he was in Concord the medical team
did take a film of his burns at the time.
Pauline Bourke, Springwood.

Easing the burden
Last month I joined over 3100 women from
across Sydney who hosted a Girls’ Night In to
help raise funds for Cancer Council’s work
towards research, support and awareness of
women’s cancers.
I’m proud to announce that because of the
support of women in our local community, we
are on track to achieve our fund-raising target of
$1 million!

Girls’ Night In is a great initiative, where
women are encouraged to invite their girlfriends
around for a night in, and donate what they
would have spent on a night out to a very worthy
cause.
It’s also a chance for women to do what
women do best — support each other and share
information to help raise awareness of the cancers that are particular to women — breast and
gynaecological.
The money raised enables Cancer Council
NSW to fund research, prevention and support
services for women’s cancers like the Cancer
Helpline (13 11 20).
With more than 2900 women diagnosed with
a breast or gynaecological cancer each year in
Sydney alone, it’s important that we help ease
the burden cancer can have on our community.
Thank you to the women of Sydney for coming together once again in the fight against cancer in our community. The girls and I are
looking forward to having another excuse to
boot the boys out for Girls’ Night In next year!
Nichole Anasson,
Community relations co-ordinator,
Cancer Council NSW.

Got what they deserved

The execution of the Bali bombers was a just
and right punishment, they shall not be remembered as martyrs but as murderers who got what
was coming to them, and others who do the
same thing should expect the same fate.
Capital punishment is a just penalty for murderers, yet even now there are those who want
capital punishment to be outlawed in all countries.
I on the other hand would see the reintroduction of the death penalty in Australia, and let’s
not beat around the bush on the matter, I do not
mean as a murder deterrent, but as the correct
penalty for murder. It is not an eye for an eye, but
justice for the innocent blood shed.
The bleeding hearts and psychologists
oppose this penalty, but it wiped the smiles off
the faces of the Bali bombers quick enough.
Christians should support capital punishment
and have no qualms about the issue. Paul the
Apostle said of himself when he was accused by
his very own people: “If I have done anything
worthy of death, I refuse not to die.” This shows

clarity of reasoning, and even our Saviour the
Lord Yeshua, freely suffered death for our sakes,
that we might live.
Richard Merrell,Wentworth Falls.

More nonsense
I have taken note of M. Errey’s letter re icebergs and sea levels and as the line in the song
goes in “My Fair Lady” I think I’ve got it. But
maybe I’ve got that wrong too.
I can’t help wondering though why he
assumes I am a mister. Surely it is possible I
could be a miss or a missus. Perhaps that was too
awful to contemplate. But I’m not telling. It’s a
secret.
I’d like to share with him a little verse I
obtained in Aberdeen, Scotland:
I’ve f’und somethin’,
I’ll no tell
A’ the birds i’ the air
Canna ring a bell.
Just another bit of Gazette nonsense.
B. Lumsden,Wentworth Falls.

All going to die
Interesting theory Bruce McKenzie had the
other week on ice melting at the poles and how it
will affect us on Earth. It went something like,
as the water melts from the ice shelves at the
poles, it ‘migrates’ to the equator.
This is apparently because more ‘weight’
masses at the equator because this is where the
circumference of the Earth is at its biggest and
where the most centrifugal force is.
This will also cause the Earth to ‘spin’faster.
And this will cause fault lines to open and
swallow us all up. Must be good surfing at the
equator.
So tsunamis aren’t caused by underwater
earthquakes after all? So the force of gravity is a
lot lighter at the poles than at the equator? Will I
have a beach outside my house here in Lawson
600 metres ASL in a few years time? Will we all
be thrown off into space?
So if the Earth spins faster we won’t need
daylight savings any more because the days will
be shorter. Does this also mean that cars will go
faster and we will walk in ‘fast’motion? Will we
‘think’ faster? Does this mean I will finish dig-

ging my global warming/climate change shelter
faster?
Bruce, you made my day when I read your letter. I have only just stopped laughing.
The Greens and Labor would love everyone
to believe your theory Bruce. Like them I think
you’ve been watching too many disaster movies
on Channel 7.

A. Stone, Lawson.

Dubious figures
It’s interesting how people pull monetary figures out of the air to support their views. Case in
point, the Lawson Mechanics Institute.
Clr Van Der Kley reckoned it would cost $1m
to get it functioning. I don’t know how this figure was arrived at, but the council had asked the
State Government for $575,000 if they were to
keep the hall. Not surprisingly the government
said no which suited that council down to the
ground — they could then go ahead with demolition.
Last week a letter to the editor suggested
$3.5m. No actual basis for the figure, but thrown
in anyway because it might support the argument counter to keeping this heritage building.
Now it’s my turn. Not long ago I rang a council officer familiar with POPE (Place of Public
Entertainment) inspection and renewals and
asked how much it might cost to bring the hall to
a condition where the POPE licence could be
renewed. The answer was not more than
$50,000. I’m sure it wouldn’t be a palace for that
kind of money but it could be functional for
starters.
I understand the budget allocation for the hall
is around $120,000 and a dollar for dollar funding grant worth up to $75,000 specifically for
building restoration is being applied for. And
then there’s community help that has already
been offered. Moruya Mechanics Institute was
restored with the help of grants and community
input in the same way that our hall can be, and
never mind convenient opposing figures that
people like to pluck out of the air. This is a community asset — let's just get it happening.
Julius Timmerman, Lawson.
For more letters to the editor see the Review
magazine inside this week’s Gazette.
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‘ROMA KING’ UMBRELLA

‘LEVI’ UMBRELLA
Also Available: ‘Space’ Sunlounger $799
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RANGE

Start summer with a sizzle and BBQ up a storm at
your next outdoor get together. Choose from a
wide range of BBQs that are big on style and even
bigger on performance, at Domayne.

$
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NEO ‘GROSSO’ 6-BURNER

NEO ‘CURVA’ 4-BURNER
BBQ

Cnr Mulgoa Rd & Wolseley St.

4737 5000

Visit our website - www.domayne.com.au Product offers end 24/12/08.
Domayne stores are operated by independent franchisees.
*1. See www.domayne.com.au for full terms and conditions.
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